
Threatened Species Day  –  Problems and Solutions 

     presented by Blue Mtns Conservation Society 

Sunday 7
th

 September 

11:00am – 3:00pm   

Mid-Mountains Centre, Lawson 

 

On Sunday September 7
th

 it will be 78 years since the last known Tasmanian Tiger died 

in Hobart Zoo. They are extinct. Threatened Species Day commemorates that 

anniversary. 

Changes to the landscape and native habitat as a result of human activity have put many 

of our unique species at risk. Over 50 species of Australian animals & 60 species of 

Australian plants have become extinct in the last 200 years.  

Threatened species are an important component of biodiversity.  967 species in NSW are 

currently listed as Threatened because of habitat destruction and the invasion of non-

native species. With effective management, however, almost all threatened species may 

be saved. 

The fascinating speakers at the Blue Mtns Conservation Society’s Threatened Species 

Day event will highlight attempts to prevent further extinctions of Australia's fauna and 

flora, and to restore healthy numbers of threatened species and ecological communities 

in the wild. New research, techniques and conservation programs are providing hope 

that iconic species can be protected. 

Brush-tailed Rock Wallabies were once widespread across S-E Australia. They’re 

now only found in small isolated pockets scattered along the Great Divide from SE Qld 

to Northern Victoria. Michaela Jones (NPWS) monitors the group living at Jenolan 

Caves.  

Her colleague, Debbie Andrew is involved in the projects to restore habitat for critically 

endangered Regent Honeyeaters in Capertee Valley and Swift Parrots elsewhere. 

She’s also studied Spotted Quolls for many years and seen how competition from 

feral predators is threatening their existence.  

Greater Gliders are world-record holders, able to glide over 100m in search of fresh 

gum blossoms, buds & leaves. Judy Smith has noticed their numbers dropping 

throughout the Blue Mountains. She’s looking at historical records and searching for 

gliders across the Mountains to determine why they’re disappearing. 

Wyn Jones, the botanist who identified the Wollemi Pine, will be speaking about his 

studies of rare plants in the Blue Mtns, and in particular, dangers to the vulnerable 

Camden White Gum from weeds, changed fire regimes, feral pigs, etc. 

Hanging swamps are a key part of our Blue Mountains environment, a home to an 

array of unique plants and animals, such as the endangered Giant Dragonfly. They 



also act as the storage to keep our creeks & waterfalls flowing. Michael Henson (BMCC) 

will discuss their vital ecological role and how the swamps are threatened by human 

impacts such as developments, run-off and mining. 

There will also be a stimulating Q&A panel, chaired by ABC  journalist Gregg 

Borschmann, with the speakers discussing threats and strategies to safeguard various 

species. The new federal Threatened Species Commissioner, Gregory Andrews & Rob 

Stokes, NSW Minister for The Environment have been invited as well as local 

politicians. Join in the discussion and discover how we all might be able to contribute to 

solutions. 

Tea & coffee will be available, but you’ll need to BYO lunch or purchase it at a local 

shop or café. Environmentally responsible childcare will be available, depending on 

demand. Book by Wed 3 Sept by phoning Jasmine 0406045044 or email 

jasmine.marcia@gmail.com 

Come along for a fascinating day, learn more about conservation management of our 

precious environment or just pop in for a talk or two that particularly interests you.  

       

THREATENED SPECIES DAY- Problems & Solutions 

Sun 7
th

 Sept  -  Mid-Mountains Community Centre, Lawson 

PROGRAM 

11:00   Introduction – Nakia Belmer (BMCS)  

              Welcome to Country & a Darug perspective from Chris Tobin  

11:15   Debbie Andrew – Regent Honeyeaters, Swift Parrot & Spotted Quolls 

11:45   Judy Smith – Greater Gliders  

12:15   Michael Hensen – Hanging swamps incl. Giant Dragonflies 

12:45   LUNCH 

1:30     Michaela Jones – Brush-tailed Rock Wallabies 

2:00    Wyn Jones – BM Rare plants incl. Wollemi Pine & Camden White Gum 

2:30     Q&A discussion – Chaired by Gregg Borschmann 

3:00     Finish 

 

For enquiries contact- 

Gary Humble  

BMCS Education Officer 

Mob 0427 841078  

gaz.humble@gmail.com 
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